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A test function space AL,, of smooth weighted LP-functions is constructed whose 
elements possess orthonormal series expansion converging in the space. Conditions 
for convergence in ALWP -space of any orthogonal series are obtained. The space of 
continuous linear functionals on ALW, is investigated and orthogonal series 
representations for its elements are given. Various special cases of the expansion are 
discussed, and their applications are pointed out. ici 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Wing [16] investigated mean convergence of orthonormal expansion of 
functions and extended many results of Pollard [lo]. L,-convergence 
results on eigenfunction expansion were extended to generalized functions 
belonging to space M by Zemanian [ 171 and Judge [S], while 
L,-convergence results were extended by Pandey and Pathak [6], Pathak 
[7], Dube [2], and Pathak and Singh [9]. The works [18, 6, 2, 91 
contain applications of orthonormal series of generalized functions to 
various boundary value problems. Certain summability methods also were 
employed by Ditzian [l] and Pathak [S] for expansion of generalized 
functions. As a by-product of these expansions certain inversion formulae 
for the integral transforms of generalized functions were obtained by these 
authors. 
The purpose of this paper to develop a theory of expansion of certain 
Schwartz distributions (generalized functions) into a series of functions 
{$,(x)>, n = 0, 1, 2, .--> which are orthonormal with respect to a weight 
function w(x) on (a, b) and to generalize the Lp-convergence theory of 
orthogonal series in a distributional sense. This in turn yields a 
generalization of the classical LP-theory of certain integral transformations. 
Thus, in one stroke, we extend the classical work of Wing and the 
distributional work of Zemanian to a large class of generalized functions. 
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2. THE SPACE Lwp 
Let Z denote the open interval (a, b), where a could be - co and b could 
be +co. Let (I,+,,(X)}, n=O, 1, 2, . . . . be a sequence orthonormal over the 
interval .Z with respect to a non-negative weight function w(x). A function $ 
defined on Z is said to belong to the space L,, if 
(2.1) 
where 1 <p < co. We assume that each tin(x) E Lwpn L,,,, where 
l/p + l/p’ = 1 and that {1+5,,(x)) is closed over both of these spaces. Let 
S,[d](x) denote the Nth partial sum 
SNC4l(X) := 2 4$,(x). (2.2) 
IV=1 
Then the following results are well known [16, p. 7931. 
(A) { Il/Jx)} is a basis for L,,, p > 1, if for all d(x) E Lwp, 
7 
hm llSNC41b) w”~(x)lI, < 03. N-m (3.3) 
(B) If {$,,(x)} is a basis for L,,, then it is also a basis for Lwp.. 
For 4 E L,, and + E L,,, we define the bilinear form 
(4, ti) := j” d(x) Icl(x) w(x) dx. 
u (2.4) 
Using Holder’s inequality we can see that the last integral exists. 
3. THE TEST FUNCTION SPACE ALwP AND 
THE GENERALIZED FUNCTION SPACE (A,%,,) 
Let Q be the nth order formally self-adjoint linear differential operator 
Q,= i P,(t)& 
r=O 
D,=$ 
defined on Z= (a, b). Here p,(t) are smooth functions on Z with p,,(r) # 0 for 
FEZ. Let {$,,} b e a sequence of smooth functions satisfying 
Qk+n = XlCI,, Vk, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
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Then I,$, are called eigenfunctions of Q and 1, are called eigenvalues. We 
assume that {I,+,,(X)} E L,, n L,J and that they are orthonormal on (a, b) 
with respect to the weight function w(x). We also assume that the eigen- 
values {A,,> are such that i&l < l&l < -.., and that IA.,1 + cc as n + 00. 
Then A+(Z) is defined to be the space of all complex-valued 
P-functions 4 which satisfy 
~,d4) := (j6 IQ”WIp 4x1 dx)“‘< ~0; (3.1) 
LT 
and for each n, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(Q%4 tin) = (4, Q%J (3.2) 
Clearly, ALWP is a subspace of LwP. We equip A,+ with topology generated 
by {yk}, and this makes ALWP a countably multinormed space. The 
Zemanian’s test function space d can be deduced as a special case of ALWP 
just by setting w  = 1 and p = 2. For w(x) = 1, the space AL+ will be 
denoted by A,,. 
It can be easily seen that every 1+5, is a member of A+ and that the 
operator Q is a continuous linear mapping of ALwP into itself. 
LEMMA 3.1. ALwP is complete and therefore a Frtkhet space. 
The proof is similar to that of [lS, Lemma 9.3.11, where Holder’s 
inequality is to be used instead of Schwa&s inequality. 
The space of continuous linear functionals on ALwp is denoted by (ALwp)‘. 
It is also complete. The differential operator Q on (ALWp)’ is defined by 
<QLb>=(f,Q4>~ fe W,p)‘, 4 EA+. (3.3) 
Since Q is self-adjoint and is a continous linear mapping of ALwP into itself, 
it is also a continuous linear mapping of (A L,p)’ into (A L,p)‘. 
Some of the properties of the spaces ALwP and (ALW,)’ are given below. 
(i) 5@(Z) is a subspace of A+ (I), and convergence in g(Z) implies 
its convergence in ALw,(Z). C onsequently, the restriction of any f~ (ALw,)’ 
to 5@(Z) is in g’(Z). Moreover, convergence in (A L,P)’ implies convergence 
in g’(Z). 
(ii) Since g(Z) c ALwP c b(Z) and since g(Z) is dense in b(Z), ALWP is 
also a dense subspace of d(Z). Consequently, a’(Z) is a subspace of (AL,J’. 
(iii) We imbed L,,,,, (l/p + l/p’ = 1) into (A+)’ by defining the num- 
ber that f E LwP, assigns to any $ E ALWP as 
<J; 4) := j+h 4(x) w(x) dx. 
a 
(3.4) 
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Linearity is obvious. We can show the continuity as follows: Using 
Holder’s inequality we have 
I (“A 4>I = j”fW w”“‘(X) d(x) w”“(X) dx 
a 
b 6 
(J 
If(x)1 p’ 4x1 dx 
(I 
)‘” ( jb l#(x)l” w(x) dx)“’ 
n 
G Y,(f) Yo(4). 
Hence, if (4, > converges in AL+ to zero then ( (A #, ) > also converges to 
zero as m -+ 00. This embedding of L,,, into (ALW,)’ is one-to-one. 
The following theorem characterizes elements of (ALJ. Its proof is 
similar to that of [4, Theorem 48, p. 861. 
THEOREM 3.2. Any generalized function f over ALWP has the form, for 
some r> 1, 
f= i ~“c~(x)fa(x)l? 
where the f, are measurable functions such that 
4x1 IfzWl”’ dx (l/p+ l/p’= 1). 
4. EXPANSION OF TEST FUNCTIONS 
The following theorem provides a characterization of convergence of a 
series in ALwP. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {a,,} be a sequence of complex numbers. Then 
C,“= o a,$,, converges in A+ iff for each k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Fyrn (I ; a,C+,(x) IL.‘~~(x)[ < ~72. (4.1) 
II=0 P 
Proof. We have 
jab ( Qk (f. an@n(x))lp w(x) dx 
= j” 1 f uJ;&(x) w(x)r,lp dx, 
0 ?I=0 
from which (4.1) follows. 
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In view of Section 2-(B) we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. If {II/,} is a basis for ALWP then it is also a basis for 
ALW,p., where l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
The proof of the following lemma is similar to that of [ 18, Lemma 9.3-4, 
p. 2551. 
LEMMA 4.3. A L,p is a subspace of a(Z). If (dm} converges in ALWP to the 
limit 4, then {q5,,,} a so 1 converges in b(I) to the same limit 4. 
Conditions for mean convergence of eigenfunction expansion of test 
functions are given below. 
In what follows we shall assume that 
5 b I$Jx)Ip w(x) dx = O(nP) as n+co, pE(W. (4.2) a 
LEMMA 4.4. Let {a,,} be a sequence of complex numbers. Then 
I,“=, a, II/, converges in ALW,# if 
converges for each k = 0, 1,2, . . . and r > p + 1 
Proof: We have 
In view of (4.2) the last series on the right-hand side converges for 
r > p + 1. Therefore C,“=O a,$,, converges in ALWP if C,“=, (a,n: nr)P’ is 
convergent for each k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let qd E A+. Let {tin) E L,p n L,.,, be the orthonormal 
eigenjiinctions of Q which form a basis for L,+,. Then 
dJ = f (97 ICI,) *“? (4.2) 
fl=O 
where the series converges in ALWP. 
Proof. From the definition of the space ALwP we know that Q”#E L,,,p 
for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and hence we may expand Q”d in a series of I++,. In 
view of (3.2) and the fact that Q$,, = A,$,, where I, are eigenvalues. 
Corresponding to eigenfunctions $I,,, we have 
The last series converges in L,,. Therefore, 
.[~-~~o(m,~~)~.]=,,[a^m- f (d~L)Q~h+0 as N-m. 
n=O 
Remark 4.6. Let # and $ be arbitrary elements of AL,,,. Then 
(QA II/) = (4, Q$ ). (4.4) 
Proof. Using (3.2) and (4.3) we have 
(Qc4 $) = j” ti c(A $,NQtin) 4x1 dx = c (k $,I s” $(Q$J w(x) dx 
a n D 
= x(4, tin) s,” ICI,(Q$) w(x) dx= (4, Qll,). 
Thus Q is a self-adjoint operator on ALWP. 
5. EXPANSION OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
The following theorem provides orthonormal series expansion of 
generalized functions in (A L,p)‘. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Iffy (A LW,)‘, then 
f= f (s,$,>tin, 
n=O 
where the series converges in (A=,,,)‘. 
Proof In view of Lemma 4.5, for any 4 E ALWP, we have 
(f;))=(f,~(~.,m)~“)=z(~~~)(~~,~) 
(5.1) 
The series (5.1) may be considered as an inversion formula for a certain 
generalized integral transformation of fE (A +)’ defined by 
F(n) = Tf := (f, tin >, n=0,1,2 ,.... (5.2) 
The inverse transform given by (5.1) can be represented as 
f= PF(n):= f F,‘),, 
?I=0 
where the series converges in (AL,,,)‘. 
(5.3) 
THEOREM 5.2 (uniqueness). If S, g E (ALWp)’ and lj” their transforms 
satisfy F(n) = g(n) f or every n, then j’=g in the sense of equality in (ALWp)‘. 
The proof follows on using (5.3). 
The next theorem characterizes a sequence {b,} so that b, = (f, +,>, 
fe (AL,J 
THEOREM 5.3. Let {b,} be a sequence of complex numbers. Assume that 
(1: CIcln(x)Ip’ w(x) dx)lh = WP), n-+oo. (5.4) 
Then for the convergence of 
? bn$, 
n=O 
(5.5) 
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the condition: for some nonnegative integer, 
1 )I;qnem’b,)‘< a3, (n>, l), (5.6) 
h#O 
is sufficient if t = p, I = p and necessary if T = r > p + 1, 1= p’. 
Furthermore, iff denotes the sum in (AL+)’ of (5.5) then h,= (L q,,). 
Proof. Let 4~ AL,,, . then by Lemma 4.5, C,“=O antin, where a, = (4, $,,) 
converges in ALw,P. Therefore, 
I4 = / j” 4(x) tin(x) 4x1 dxi d ~~(4) (1” Wn(x)Ip’ w(x) dx)‘“. (I 0 
Consequently, 
a, = O(n’) as n-+oo. 
Therefore by Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, 
Now, for n 2 1, 
< SC ’ Ib,l;kn-P I IQP$,(x)l 4x1 dx u 
“JJ 1 Ib,n-pL;klP 1 
1 
UP’ 
1 IXnPIL,(x) d(x) w(x)l p’ 
X 111: rf~),(x)l p’ w(x) dx]“” 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
The first series on the right converges in view of (5.6) and the second 
converges by (5.8). This shows that (5.5) converges in (ALw,,)‘. 
Now, assume that (5.5) converges in (ALwp)‘. Then we show by 
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contradiction that (5.6) converges for some q. The proof parallels 
[18, Theorem 9.6.11. We know from the proof of Theorem 5.1 that for 
every 4=Canll/n-b,py the series C a,, 6, converges. This we refer to as 
condition C. 
Let n be an integer for which A,, # 0. Then {l;qn-‘b,} is bounded for 
some value of q, say, qo. For, if not, the sequence is unbounded for every 
q= 1,2, . . . . Thus there exists an increasing sequence of indices ny such that 
lZnq # 0 and 
IA,y ny’bnJ 3 1, q = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
Now, choose 
lanql = lGY q’+‘l -I, q= 1, 2, 3 9 . . . . r>p+d+l 
P f 
and a,,, = 0 if m # nq for every q. For any fixed nonnegative integer k, 
because for sufficiently large q, J&,gl(k-y)P’ < 1 and p’ > 1. Therefore, by 
Lemma 4.4, 4 = C a, $,, is a member of A L,P. 
Thus, there exists a member of A+ for which 
Hz, la,b,,l~ ,f 4-l = 00. 
f/=1 
This is a contraction to condition C. 
We, may therefore, assume that ,i;Yn-‘b, -+ 0 as n + cc for q 2 qo. We 
show, by a contradiction, that (5.6) converges for some q 2 qo. Indeed; if 
not, the series diverges for every q > q,,: hence there exists an increasing 
sequence of indices m4 such that 
16 C IL,Yn-‘b,1”<2, 4 = 40, 40 + 1, ...* 
n=T?+, 
Now, choose la,,/ = Ib,Ppl~;Pqndp’q--ll my-, <n-cm,, q>qo. Then for 
each fixed k = 0, 1, 2, .,., 
In- I my- 1 
c IR;n’aJ’= 1 IAnlf”(k-y) I,$,-“n-‘b,JP’q-J” 
n=f?+, n=R+, 
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Since )I,) + cc and IA;YnP’b,I + 0 as n -+ co, for suffkiently large q, the 
last sum is bounded by 
mq-I 
1 &-+-‘b,lP’q-P’<2q-P’. 
n=n+, 
Consequently, 
f );If:rna,lP’<2 f q-p'<a, 
?I=0 f/=1 
for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . So that 4 := C a,$, is a member of A L,,P. But 
rn- 1 my- 1 
1 la,b,J = c lR;*n-‘b,(Pq-‘3q-1. 
n=mq-, n=r?+, 
Then, 
HZ0 bnbnla f 6 
y=l 
Thus we again arrive at a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Finally assume that (5.5) converges in (ALW,p)’ to its sum f (say). Then 
by orthogonality of IL,. This verifies the last statement of the theorem. 
The following theorem provides another characterization of elements of 
VJ. 
THEOREM 5.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for f to be in (A.%,,)’ 
is that there be some non-negative integer k and a g E LW,p,, (l/p + l/p’ = 1 ), 
such that 
f=Q"g+ c C,J/,? 
2" = 0 
where the C, are complex constants. 
Proof Since Q is a continuous linear map from (AL+)’ into (A,,,)’ 
and LWp, c (A+) it follows that QkgE (ALWp)‘. Also, since l(l,,~ 
(LP n J&P,) = (&,.,A we conclude that f~ (A+)‘. 
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Next to prove the necessary part assume that f= C,“=, I;(n) II/, E (ALWp)‘, 
and set 
G(n)=I,*F(n), q>O whenever I, # 0 
=o whenever A,, = 0, 
where q is such that Z,“+., jn;YF(n)]“’ converges. Then C,“=, ]G(n)]@ 
converges. Therefore, by Riesz-Fischer theorem [ 151, there exists a g E L,,,,, 
such that G(n) = (g, @,). So that 
.f= f F(n) $n 
It=0 
= 1 $4 G(n) en+ 1 F(n)Gn 
an #O a, = 0 
= 
a. = 0 
= ,;o $n jab dx)(C?"$n(x)) w(x) dx + c r;(n) It/n 
n i., = 0 
=Q%x)+ c f’t‘(n) tin. a” = 0 
6. FOURIER-BESSEL SERIES 
As a first application of Theorem 5.1 we obtain Fourier-Bessel series for 
elements of (A &‘. Let us define the partial sum 
~NCflb) = f b”cw’* J,(&xYJ,+ 1klh (6.1) 
?I=1 
where 11, (n = 1, 2, . ..) are the positive zeros of J,(x), and 
J,, ,(P,) b, = 2”* I,' ~"*J,h,~)f(~) di. 
Then we have 
~,Cfl(x) = 1; (~f)“~ U,(t, x)f(f) & (6.2) 
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where 
~,(t, xl = 2 f J,(PnX) w”w,Z+ I@“). 
II=1 
We also define the partial sum 
~NCflb) = J1 tot) ~N(h XI & (6.3) 
0 
The following two theorems on mean convergence have been proved by 
wing [16]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Zfv> -f andf(x)~L~fo~p> 1 then 
(6.4) 
THEOREM 6.2. Zf v > -i andf(x) E L<, $ <p < 4, then 
N-r m 1; If(x) - ~NCfI( p x dx = 0. lim (6.5) 
The extensions of the above theorems to generalized functions belonging 
to (ALWp)’ are given below. Taking (a, b) = (0, l), Q, = Df - (4~’ - 1)/(4x2), 
w(x) = 1 and Ic/,Jx) = (2x)“* J,(p,x)/.Z,+ l(p,,) in Theorem 5.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 6.3. Let f E (ALP)‘, v >, - f and p > 1. Then 
f(x)=J~m s,Cf l(x) (6.6) 
in the sense of (ALP)‘. 
With (a, b) = (0, l), Q, = Di + l/xD, - p2/x2, w(x) =x and $,,(x) = 
2”*.Z,(p,,x)/J, + 1(pL,), Theorem 5.1 yields 
THEOREM 6.4. Let f E (AL,J, v 2 -t and 1 < p < 4. Then 
f(x)=Jl_m_ T,Cf lb) (6.7) 
in the sense of (ALXP)‘. 
Remark 6.5. Note that in Theorem 6.4 we need 1 <p < 4 instead of the 
condition 4 <p < 4 used in Theorem 6.2. 
Wing [ 163 showed that the function f (t) = t -3’2 E LtP for 1 bp < $ but its 
Fourier-Bessel series does not converge in L,,. However, as a regular 
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generalized function t- 3’2 belongs to (A+)’ for 1 <p’ <i; and by 
Theorem 6.4 its Fourier-Bessel series converges in (ALIP)‘. 
7. DINI SERIES 
In this case the partial sum is defined by 
~,vCfl(x) = j; (~0”~ Cdl, x)f(t) 4 (7.1) 
where 
C,(t, xl = Aok t) + f k; J,(b) J,(kt), 
A,(x, t)=O if H+v>O; A,(x, t)=2(v+l)x”t” if H+v=O; 
‘40(x, t) = 2&v”(&X) Z,(~ot)l{ (A; + v’) ano) - W:‘(~o)) 
if H+v<O; 
2/k; = (1 - v’/A;) J;(&) + J:*(&); 
A, (n = 1, 2, 3, . ..) are the successive positive roots of 
xJ;(x) + HJ,(x) = 0, 
where H is a real number and v 2 - 1. 
Furthermore, we set CI, = k, Jh tf( t) J”(A, t) dt and define the partial sum 
~.wCfl(x) = G,(x) + f ~nkzJv(~n~h (7.2) 
n=l 
where 
C,(x) = 0 if H+v>O; 
C,(x) = 2(v + 1) x” 5,’ t”+ ‘j-(t) dt if H+v=O; 
C,(x) = 2&+1,(&x) 
il 
(2; + 2) IS(&) 
- W:*(~o) j’ V-(t) Zv(lot) dt 
1 
if H+v<O. 
0 
The following two theorems for Dini series were established by 
Wing [16]. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Zfv> -$ andf(x)~L~, p> 1, then 
N-m/; If(x)-aNCfl(x)l”x~x=0. lim 
THEOREM 7.2. Zf v3 -4 andf(t) is an LIP, i<p<4, then 
N+mj; If(x)-rNCfl(x)l”dx=O. lim 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
Moreover, there exists a function in L,,, 1 <p < : (or p > 4) such that (7.4) 
fails to hold. 
These theorems are extended to generalized functions belonging to 
(AL,,)’ as follows. 
Taking (a, b) = (0, l), QX = 0: - (4p2 - 1)/(4x2), w(x) = 1 and Il/Jx) = 
Ic~x’~~J~(&,x) in Theorem 5.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 7.3. Let f E (ALP)‘, v 2 - 4 and p > 1. Then 
f (4 = ?‘f”, Mf lb) (7.5) 
in the sense of (ALP)‘. 
Also, taking (a, b) = (0, l), Q, = D$ + l/xDX - v2/x2, w(x) =x, and 
$n(x) = k,J,(&,x) in Theorem 5.1 we get 
THEOREM 7.4. Let f E (ALXp)‘, v > - f and 1 <p < 4. Then 
f (4 = ,“-“, df I(4 (7.6) 
in the sense of (ALX,)‘. 
Note that in Theorem 7.4 we need 1 <p < 4 instead of $ <p < 4 as used 
by Wing in Theorem 7.2. 
8. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Wing [16] gave the following generalization of a theorem of Pollard. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let the polynomials (p,(x)} be orthonormal on [ - 1, l] 
with weight function w(x). Let (1 -x2)-’ qn(x) denote the polynomials 
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orthonormal with respect to the weight function w(x)(l -x2) and let the 
following conditions hold: 
(H-l) w(x) > 0 almost everywhere on [ - 1, 11; 
(H-2) s’, llogw(x)( (l-~~)-~‘~dx<co; 
(H-3) (1 -x~)"~ [p,(x)1 w”‘(x)<A for all x in [ - 1, l] and all 
n=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
(H-4) (1 -x~)-“~ [q,(x)1 w”‘(x) <A for all x in [ - 1, l] and all 
n=O, 1,2, . . . . 
Letf(t)EL,, $<p<4andlet 
b, = j’ 1 f(x) p,(x) w”2(x) dxy 
then 
.w”‘(x)pJx) ’ dx=O. (8.1) 
To extend the above theorem to generalized functions we assume that 
w”‘(x) p,(x) are normalized eigenfunctions of some differential operator 
QX and satisfy 
Q%w”~(x) P,(x)I = +“2(x) p,(x), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (8.2) 
Consequently in view of (H-3), en(x) := WI/~(X) p,(x) E ALp if 1 <p < 4. 
Now taking (a, 6) = (- 1, l), QX and tin(x) as in the above and w(x) = 1 
in Theorem 5.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 8.2. Let p,(x) satisfy (8.2) and (H-3) and let ~‘/~(x)p,,(x) be 
orthonormal on C-1, 11. Letfe(ALp)’ with l<p<4. Then 
f(x)=JFm i (f(t), w"'(t)p,(t)) w"~(x) p,(x) 
?I=0 
(8.3) 
in the sense of convergence in (AU)‘. 
Let us take (a,b)=(-1,l); Qx=[w(x)]-‘~2D(~2-1)~(~)D[~(~)]-1~2, 
where w(x) = (1 -x)=( 1 + x)@, a > - 1, /? > - 1 and 
$JX) = [y]“2 PFs)(x), n = 0, 1, 2, . . , 
n 
(8.4) 
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where 
h,=2a+b+l r(n+cc+l)f(n+/?+l) 
n! (2n+or+/I+ l)z+z+cY+/?+ 1)’ 
P@,p’(x) are Jacobi polynomials. Here ;i,=n(n+cr+jl+l). Then, 
Theorem 5.1 yields the following expansion. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let f~ (A Lp)’ with p > 1. Then for tl > - 1, p > - 1, and 
t),(x) given by (8.4), 
in the sense of convergence in (ALP)‘. 
We may consider weight functions of class B [16] and obtain theorems 
on expansion of generalized functions in series of polynomials orthonormal 
with respect to these weight functions. 
By suitable specializations, Theorem 5.1 can be used to derive orthonor- 
ma1 series involving Hermite polynomials, Laguerre polynomials, Legendre 
polynomials etc. 
9. APPLICATIONS 
Now we obtain an operation transform formula which together with the 
inversion formula (5.3) is useful in solving certain distributional differential 
equations. 
We know that Q is a continuous linear mapping of (A+)’ into itself. 
Therefore, for every f E (AL,,,)‘, 
Now consider the differential equation 
P(Q.r) u = g, a<:x<b, (9.2) 
where P is a polynomial, g E (AL,,p)’ is given and u E (A+)’ is unknown to 
be determined. 
Using (9.2) and applying the transformation (5.2) we obtain 
P(L) W) = G(n), U= Tu, G= Tg. (9.3) 
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If P(A,) # 0 for every n, we can divide by P(A.,) and then apply the inverse 
transform (5.3) to get the solution 
m G(n) u= 1 -$ 
n=o P(Al) n. 
(9.4) 
By Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 the solution uniquely exists in (ALW,,)‘. If 
P(A,) = 0 for some I,, say for Ank (k = 1,2, . . . . m) then a solution exists in 
(A+)’ if and only if G(A,,) = 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . . m. In this case a solution to 
(9.2) is 
(9.5) 
which is no longer unique in (ALWp)‘, and we can add to it any complimen- 
tary solution 
(9.6) 
k=l 
where the ak are arbitrary constants. 
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